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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The hospitality industry has been limited in its ability to deliver next-generation entertainment

and communications services by the lack of a global blueprint for a device in the guest room that

can provide the intelligence and the connectivity to deliver what the guest of the future is seeking

from the market1.  Historically, hospitality entertainment and communication vendor

communities had little overlap in their products and with their hotel relations.  In the past, the

engineering department managed the televisions and the entertainment vendors, while the

telecommunications department interfaced with the telephony providers.  Only with the advent

and the growing adoption of the IP-based video and telephony services, have the two vendor

communities even begun to speak to the same hospitality customer, the IT department.

As hotel corporations consolidate their engineering and telephony departments into all-

encompassing IT departments, it is now up to the vendor community to deliver a converged

service.  The first step to delivering a converged service is to acquire a compatible

platform/network .  The HTNG White Paper published on June 14, 2005 entitled Convergence:

Hotel Technology for Today and Tomorrow, outlined several converged network reference

architectures that would serve as the network platform for hotels.  This White Paper, Next

Generation Converged-Media Set-Top-Box, Guest Room Technology Convergence, outlines a

converged end-point located in the guest-room that acts as the in-room platform connecting all of

the guest-facing as well as back of the house entertainment, communication, and in-room control

functions.   These two platforms connect the work undertaken by the HTNG Web Services

Group which has established foundation XML communication protocols to allow the Next

Generation Converged-Media STB through a converged network, to speak to all forms of

hospitality CRM applications.  This connectivity enables hoteliers to utilize stored guest

information and deliver it to the guest room to enhance and personalize the guest entertainment

and communication experience.  These three groups bring an end-to-end converged, IP-based

blueprint for the hospitality market.

This white paper is the attempt of the STB Team, which is part of the In-Room Technology

Work Group, to establish some form of blueprint for the development of a Next Generation

Converged-Media STB that could act as the brain of the guest room.  The guiding principals

include global functionality, minimizing wiring, and supporting, or at least attempting to

consider, future technology extensibility led the STB Team to the following key principals:

                                                  
1
 See HTNG White Paper:  “The Guest of the Future:  In-Room Technology Preference for Today and Tomorrow”



1. The Next Generation Converged-Media STB is an IP-based solution.  This allows it
to communicate using a global standard to other devices in the room and outside the
rooms and, if necessary, manage and control those devices.

2. The Next Generation Converged-Media STB is first and foremost an entertainment
and communication device.  The inputs and outputs to consider are state-of-the-art
audio and video solutions as well as voice and data products.

3. The Next Generation Converged-Media STB will utilize wireless technology
whenever possible to minimize complex and costly in-room and in-hotel wiring.  The
Next Generation Converged-Media STB will support all wireless protocols used
today such as infrared, RF, Bluetooth or 802.11a,b,g.  As well, the STB will need to
support input/output solutions and new wireless technologies that may become widely
adopted in the future such as WiMAX or new in home wireless standards such as
Zigbee.

4. The Next Generation Converged-Media STB is only a platform - it is not a solution.
The goal of the STB Team is to establish a single hardware platform for hoteliers,
which will comprise various levels of device support and may be delivered in
multiple form factors.  This platform is something that the hoteliers can own and
control. Vendors, in turn, will provide applications on the device that will enable
discrete (single play) or comprehensive entertainment and communication services
(triple play and beyond).

By setting forth a communications and entertainment platform for the future, the STB Team is

enabling hoteliers to deliver a customized service that meets their own hotel’s needs.  The STB

Team provides the Next Generation Converged-Media STB platform to establish a basic level of

hardware functionality.

It is the expectation of the STB Team that the hotelier own the hardware device and in-turn,

secure service and content from various vendors and providers.  Because the hotel owns the

device and the vendors and providers are simply applications on the device, there are several

great advantages to hoteliers. They are as follows:

1. It will greatly lower entry barriers for new companies that have exciting
products/solutions to offer hotels.  Solutions will be driven by services and
content - not by legacy hardware owned by legacy vendors.

2. It will greatly lower the cost of switching vendors because all vendors would
need to support the entertainment and communications hardware platform that
is the Next Generation Converged-Media STB.  Switching becomes a software
exercise and not a legacy hardware removal.

3. The cost of the Next Generation Converged-Media STB will be greatly lowered
as widespread adoption occurs which will increase purchasing volume and
component discounts.

4. The higher the adoption of the Next Generation Converged-Media STB, the
greater the variety of consumer electronic manufacturers adopting the Next
Generation Converged-Media STB specifications. This also results in the wider
the range of hardware choices that would be provided to hoteliers.



The Next Generation Converged-Media STB is the third leg of a high-technology hotel with in-

room components that enables hoteliers to bring next generation solutions to next generation

guests.  It is the device that enables the intelligence and guest knowledge held by the CRM

applications which will reach and impact the guest experience.  It is the device that enables the

guest-facing equipment to deliver superior entertainment and communication services.  And, it is

the device that captures guest inputs and requests and delivers them to applications and devices

that can directly affect and respond to guest input.



SET-TOP-BOX TEAM

The In-Room Technology Work Group was established by a new Hotel Technology Next

Generation (HTNG) charter set forth on September 24, 2004.  It set forth a mission to address

four key goals relating to in-room technology.  The first was to exploit key technology trends,

the second to personalize the guest experience, the third to interconnect both the IP and non-IP

networks, and the fourth was to simplify in-room technology.

On December 1, 2004, the In-Room Technology Work Group authorized three working teams:

1) Application Device and Integration Team; 2) The Infrastructure Team; and, 3) Future-

Looking Team.  The Application Device and Integration Team further created several Sub-

Teams; one of these Sub-Teams is called the “Set-Top-Box” Sub-Team (“STB Team” hereafter).

CHARTER

The charter of this STB Team is to establish one or more comprehensive Set-Top-Box (STB)

solution(s) to meet the requirements of the hospitality market for a converged management

device in the guest room.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

This STB Team charter addresses the following significant business and technology challenge

facing hoteliers today:

How to manage the growing complexity of in-room technology and

bring services to the guest in an efficient and cost-effective manner

while providing platforms to allow individual hotel brands to identify

to show through their unique guest services.

Today, in-room technologies are a mix of IP and non-IP solutions.  Few in-room technologies

can communicate with each other, and most in-room technologies require dedicated wiring back

to a central hotel location in order to provide guest services in guest rooms.

The “Next Generation Converged-Media STB” is the In-Room Technology Work Group’s

attempt at defining an in-room technology device that can converge and harmonize all guest

room technologies onto one network, coordinated by one intelligent device.



This device definition covers the core functionality of the device and its essential parameters

while allowing individual manufacturers and suppliers the freedom to innovate by offering the

core device with design and functionality options. This device definition was established to allow

service providers flexibility to design and develop additional software modules for the device as

well as enable hotels or brands to be able to deliver unique services to their guests.  Additionally,

the device definition provides a mechanism for upgrading and extending the software throughout

the lifetime of the platform.

This definition provides a number of features - rarely if ever - contemplated in an in-room device

before. These include the following:

Legacy Modularity – The device provides options for legacy infrastructures as well as supporting

current and next generation infrastructures. As such, it can provide a bridge for many properties

from legacy systems to next generation systems.

Industry Commonality - The device can become a world-wide standard across the hospitality

industry allowing hoteliers and service providers a global platform for all of their in-room

services . This commonality is expected to provide the following:

 Improved design quality and improved reliability
 Lower cost of acquisition and operation
 Commonality across service providers
 Improved guest-facing services

Design Modularity – The device provides modularity intended to allow hoteliers and service

providers the ability to upgrade and extend the service lifetime of the device as new technologies

and services arise.

Service Differentiation – The device provides a base capability that individual hoteliers and

service providers can adapt to meet the specific service differentiation objectives of individual

hotels and brands without compromising base functionality for all service providers.

The modularity, commonality and differentiation all have one ultimate goal and that is to deliver

better quality in-room entertainment and communication services to guests in the guest room.  It

is the intent of many of the participants of this paper to engage with potential manufacturers to

design, build, and sell such a device in the near future for deployment in hotels represented by

the In-Room Technology Work Group and others.
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GLOBAL MEMBERS

The participants of this STB Team represented leading hotel technology executives from each

region of the world, as well as the leading entertainment technology providers.  This STB Team

surveyed peers and discussed among the group what are true global services and what services

are regional in nature.  The STB Team also conversed with industry and technology experts for

input on specific areas in order to ensure all appropriate voices have been heard during the

creation of this STB framework.

Team Chair

Thomas Pullen – Vice-President of IP Video-on-Demand, Guest-tek Corporation

Members

Robert Bennett – Chief Information Officer, Ginn Clubs & Resorts

Fraser Hickox – Chief Technology Officer, Peninsula Hotels

Scott Irwin – Corporate Director of Technology, Kor Group

David Bankers – Chief Technology Officer, LodgeNet Corporation

Lee McKenna – Director of Video Engineering, Guest-Tek Corporation

Anantha Narayanan – Head of Research, Quadriga Worldwide Ltd.

David Simpson – Chief Technology Officer, On Command Corporation

Contributing Participants

John Fountain – Vice-President of Technology, Cox-Hospitality Network

David Straitiff – Chief Technology Officer, Lorica Solutions

Peter Warrick – Chief Technology Officer, Guest-tek Corporation
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 KEY DESIGN GOALS

The STB Team established four key design goals and their associated requirements as it

considered the design of the Next Generation Converged-Media STB.  They are as follows:

 Global Functionality
 Infrastructure Consolidation
 Content Protection
 Future Extensibility

Global Functionality
To allow international hoteliers the ability to operate common services throughout the

world, the Next Generation Converged-Media STB either must support fully globalized

standards or provide sufficient modularity to operate across the globe.

Global Connections – The device definition provides for a set of globally

accepted input/output connections as standard interconnections.  The standard

interconnections defined below are believed by the STB Team to be sufficient for

most known hotel applications and country/region requirements. The device

extension could also include the option for unique auxiliary connections further

enabling hoteliers and service providers the ability to adapt and extend the core

design to meet unforeseen requirements. Details include the following:.

 HDMI 1.2 (including CEC and Hospitality CEC) or greater with HDCP
(transmit & receive)

 Composite Video (in and out/ NTSC or PAL)
 RCA Right/Left Audio
 100BaseT Ethernet (in and out)
 Universal Serial Bus (USB)

Additional information on the standard connections can be found in the hardware

section

Global Power – Three methods of supplying power to the device. These options

allow manufacturers the ability to offer different power options to the industry

and allow hoteliers to select a single manufacturer for all global operations. The

three options are as follows:

 External Power Supply Modules to permit different “power brick”
modules for use in different countries.

 Power over Ethernet (PoE) to eliminate the guest room power supply and
utilize Ethernet Switches with standards based on PoE capability and
region-specific power supplies.
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 Television Auxiliary Power either supplied through cabling to the standard
power interface used with the external power supply or through internal
mounting and connection to the internal TV power supply which itself is
adapted to the region it operates.

Global Guest Interface – The device definition provides a standard mechanism

for operating and managing guest interfaces. This definition allows service

providers the ability to create Guest User Interfaces (GUIs) that are portable

across any unit manufactured based on this definition. This definition is built on

standard web browser technology but also provides a set of standardized web

“calls” for control of various hardware functions.  Different service providers may

choose to implement different web browsers that are embedded in the device or

through terminal server technology.  This can be done as long as the servers

support the minimum set of functions in the definition and the hardware “calls” as

defined in the definition.  The device would need to support single and double-

byte character set rendering to cover all global languages.  In either browser

situation, the device would need to support most major browser plug-ins such as

MacroMedia Flash, Java Script, Active X, and a list of media players.  Care is

taken in the definition to allow new and more advanced web technologies to be

implemented over the lifetime of the device.

Infrastructure Consolidation
The Next Generation Converged-Media STB minimizes wiring in the guest room and to

the guest room.  By focusing primarily on IP standards, the STB is the intelligent device

in the guest room that is capable of providing local control and service to all devices in

the room.  This local control reduces total wiring within the hotel and within the room.

This is particularly true for new construction or renovations.  In these cases, it may be

possible to completely eliminate whole classes of wiring infrastructures with

corresponding savings in construction costs.

Also critical, however, is the ability of the Next Generation Converged-Media STB to

lower costs for existing or minimally renovated hotels through the “bridging” of both

advanced and legacy devices into a common control structure.  This bridging can

eliminate the need to maintain duplicative infrastructures and provide core infrastructures

needed to deploy advanced devices.  The Next Generation Converged-Media STB can

resolve these issues in the following three ways:

Single Room Drop – The device definition provides for an Ethernet supported, in-

room device that can provide bridging functionality to many or all other in-room
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devices through a single Ethernet connection in the room. This is envisioned to be

a mixed Cat5+/optical homerun architecture which will eliminate the many

independent hard-wired connections to the room and replace them with a single

connection.  These independent hard wire connections include: 1) Guest Video

Services via Coax, 2) High Speed Internet Access via xDSL/CAT5, 3) HVAC

control via uncategorized wire/CAT5, 4) Telephone service via uncategorized

wire/CAT3/CAT5, 5) Mini-Bar control via uncategorized wiring/Coax/CAT5, 6)

In-Room safe control via uncategorized wire/Coax, 7) In-room security system

management and lighting controls via uncategorized wiring/CAT5, 8) Door Locks

via uncategorized wiring/CAT5; 9) Television services via coax; and others.

Rationalized TV Connections – The device definition takes advantage of a new

standard in the Consumer Electronics industry called HDMI (High Definition

Multi-Media Interface) which significantly reduces the cabling that is required

from the device to the television.  HDMI combines digital video, digital audio and

eventually control information into a single, small cable and connector.

Furthermore, the HDMI standard supports HDCP (High-Bandwidth Digital

Content Protection).  HDCP is a digital encryption standard preferred by content
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providers as means of protecting high value “uncompressed” digital video content

from a STB to a display device such as a television. The use of an HDMI

connection can eliminate the myriad of additional cables previously associated

with STBs and digital video.  HDMI also has the ability to support serial

communications in its 1.2 specification.  Though not widely implemented today,

the device definition calls for support of the standard HDMI 1.2 protocols plus an

extension of such protocols to include hospitality-specific functions and

commands (to be addressed by another HTNG team).

Current

STB

Solutions

Hotel

HDTV

Coax (TV/VOD)

CAT5/5e/6 (VOD)

Component (TV)

S/PIDF (TV Audio)

DVI-HDCP (VOD)

S/PIDF or RCA (VOD Audio)

RJ11 or IR ( controls )

AUX Panel

VGA

Audio Jack

S-Video

RCA Audio

RCA Video

USB

DVI

Figure #2. Current STB-TV Wiring Configuration
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Unified In-Room Communications & Connections – The device definition

establishes a means to provide short-range wireless communications within the

guest room. This feature eliminates all other forms of disparate wired connections

within the room. This feature is composed of two distinct wireless networks that

are described in further detail in this paper.

 Guest Services Network (GSN) - a higher power/higher bandwidth

mechanism to provide high bandwidth connectivity to various in-room

applications and devices.  This enables various standard-based devices in

the room to wirelessly connect to the hotel’s high bandwidth network

using the STB as the hub/router for these communications.  Radiated

Power in the GSN is managed in order to prevent any substantial leakage

from the guest room.  Additionally, devices must be properly “paired” in

the room to prevent adjacent room devices from connecting.  Security is

applied to GSN communications to prevent unauthorized eavesdropping

from adjacent rooms using VLAN tagging or other similar approaches.

This network is distinguished from the ICN (In-Room Control Network)

defined below by its high bandwidth and requirement for higher power

from the connected devices.  Because of this power requirement, devices

on the GSN network must have their own power supplies and be

connected to the hotel’s power or they are devices with batteries expected

to operate for hours such as a laptop or an iPod.  These in-room devices

are anticipated to include both guest owned devices as well hotel provided

Current
STB

Solutions

Hotel
HDTV

CAT5/5e/6
(IPTV/VOD)

HDMI
(IPTV/VOD/Controls)

AUX Panel

USB Wired or Wireless
All A/V Inputs

Figure #3. Next Generation Media STB – TV Wiring Configuration
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devices such as an Auxiliary Panel (AUX Panel) located in the room (see

Guest Interface section).

 In-Room Control Network (ICN) - a low-power/low-bandwidth network

to provide control communications with various automation devices in the

room such as the Mini bar, HVAC (heat, ventilation, air conditioning),

security system and room automation.  This network is not intended for

communications with guest-owned equipment.  It provides data and low

bandwidth services for various room automation devices such as

thermostats, HVAC, security, alarm clocks, “do-not-disturb”, door locks,

and other devices in the room.  This mechanism eliminates all wiring

within the room and consolidates into a single IP connection transferring

communication for these devices back to the head end.  This network is

specifically engineered to operate at lower power levels to allow battery-

operated devices in the room to last for years without changing the

batteries.  Security is provided through pairing and VLAN data tagging

schemes.

Figure #4. Next Generation Media STB In-Room Wiring
Configuration
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Content Protection and Security
The Next Generation Converged-Media STB meets three distinctly different content

protection challenges.  The first is the strict content protection requirements that high

value content providers such as Hollywood studios and premium television channels

currently enforce for their high definition content.   The second is an emerging class of

content protection systems that support emerging content sources such as PodCasts and

other web-based or IPTV sources.  Thirdly, the device meets the increasing demands of

guests and hoteliers ensuring that private data remain private and that hotel systems are

protected from malicious attacks.  The significant challenge in both of these areas is the

fact that the requirements by content providers are not yet universal plus the fact that

system security is a constantly moving target.  Therefore, the device features a number of

well-defined capabilities along with a set of generic capabilities allowing for future

exploration as requirements and standards evolve. New forms of content such as IPTV,

audio/video download services or Pod Casting will likely require additional, undefined

forms of content protection or Digital Rights Management.

High Value Audio & Video Content - Hotel pay-per-view providers are able to

provide hoteliers very high value movie and audio content to guests.  The value of

this content is that it is available for hotel viewing nearly parallel to theatrical

release and before it is available in most other venues such as cable PPV or DVD.

This high value window requires extensive security mechanisms.  These

mechanisms prevent both unauthorized viewing of the content (theft of service) as

well as unauthorized redistribution of content (theft of asset).  However, high

definition digital content in these early release windows significantly increases the

risk of theft of asset which can damage the downstream market income for the

studios, thus increasing the necessity for increasingly sophisticated content

protection systems.  While content providers are not in complete agreement as to

what is sufficient when protecting high definition content, a number of

predominant, critical elements have emerged across most theatrical and premium

content owners. They are as follows:

 High strength encryption
 Sophisticated and encrypted key management
 Secure analog-survivable forensic session-watermarking
 Secure STB commissioning
 Physical robustness
 Protected software loader functionality
 Multiple security system co-existence
 Renewability
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”Off-site” DRM Support – It is anticipated by the STB Team, that future guests

will expect to access content from physically and logically different sources from

the hotel.  Early examples of these services in today’s world include: B2

Networks, who broadcasts minor league sports; Akimbo, who provides numerous

VOD content; Movielink, who provides Hollywood VOD Movies; and SlingBox,

who enables remote television viewing.  In the expected lifetime of the Next-

Generation Converged-Media, IPTV premium broadcast channels are expected to

emerge.  All of these companies deliver their services through the public Internet

to either software-enabled PCs or to specialized hardware terminals in either real-

time or less-than-real-time as well as store and ‘view later’ modes.  In addition,

services such as Apple’s iTunes audio and video are providing VOD and related

services in an “occasionally-connected” architecture.  One of the most significant

future obstacles to providing these services is the ability of any in-room device to

support the Digital Rights Management (DRM) systems of these and other service

providers.  Next generation in-room systems need to be able to interoperate with

the significant DRM systems in order to allow the proper management of digital

rights related to these content systems.  This is a complex issue as traditional

DRM systems are often “node-locked” in some manner to a particular piece of

hardware.  This “node-locking” characteristic makes it a difficult service for

transient service providers such as hotels to provide because it will be important

to restrict services to the individual guest or across their personal devices.  As of

the writing of this paper, no such system exists; however, this paper attempts to

outline the critical aspects of such a system.

Guest and Hotel Security – A key requirement in order to provide a unified

network is the ability to ensure that both guest and hotel data/systems are

protected from inadvertent and malicious exposure.  These systems must be

highly interoperable with many systems, either brought in by the guest or

supported by the hotel, which further complicates this objective.  Such a system

must have the following elements to be successful:

 Secure software loader
 Non-defeatable VPNs
 VPN pass-through
 Firewall and cleansing service
 Secure remote management and alarms
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Future Extensibility
It is critical that the Next Generation Converged-Media STB support new and emerging

technologies throughout its service lifetime in order to provide the maximum possible

return on investment.  However, this objective is virtually impossible to meet without

substantial and expensive over-engineering or unrealistic reliance on existing

technologies to provide support for future, less known or developed technologies.

Therefore the STB Team elected to take a “middle of the road” approach by focusing

future upgradeability through two key areas:

Software Upgradeability –The device provides a mechanism for future upgrades

through software-only upgrades that do not require physical contact with the

device.  This enables software upgrades to be applied over time with the

presumption that many new services and technologies can be supported in some

way by replacing the pre-existing software.  As stated in other requirements, it is

absolutely critical that the mechanism for this upgradeability be secure so that

malicious software cannot be loaded.

Common Accessory Bus Architecture – As described elsewhere in this document,

the Next-Generation Converged-Media STB provides two accessory interfaces

that allow the expansion of the system.  This expansion provides service through

the GSN and the ICN; these interfaces also allow the STB’s core functionality to

be expanded in the future by adding off-board functions that utilize the core STB

in order to provide critical interface functionality.  This “Common Accessory Bus

Architecture” gives the STB a lifetime potentially well beyond its “native”

lifetime by providing a mechanism for future hardware expandability.
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 GLOBAL FUNCTIONALITY

Before a specific hardware specification could be established, the STB Team set forth to first

identify entertainment and communication functions that a Next Generation Converged-Media

STB should and could enable for a hotel guest and hotel staff.  These functions represent a list of

entertainment and communication services that exist - not just in most hotels today, and are a

projection that the experts feel will exist in hotel rooms five years from now.  Once the

functionality of the Next Generation Converged-Media STB is identified, then hardware and

software specifications could be set forth.

The STB Team divided the Next Generation Converged-Media STB functions into two distinct

groups. The first group includes a set of core functions expected to be universally required

throughout the world.  These functions are anticipated to be serviceable using identical hardware

in all regions of the world with different software adaptations (as required to meet regional

expectations).  The second group includes all other optional or regional functions that can be

provided with either additional software or additional hardware and software.  This core list

represents a collection of functionality that would exist in a guest room in a limited service two-

star hotel all the way to a five-star luxury hotel.  It is interesting to note that most of the core

global functionalities are entertainment oriented.  This was a clear sign to the STB Team that the

Next Generation Converged-Media STB is first and foremost a global entertainment device.

Secondly, it is a communication hub for the guest room as well as for the hotel, with regional-

specific functions that have a mix of entertainment, communications, and in-room management

functions.

In addition, some of the functions identified would require that the Next Generation Converged-

Media STB be a visible device that could be accessed directly by the guest (e.g. CD/DVD player,

Alarm Clock, and Satellite or AM/FM Radio).  This concept of a visible Next Generation

Converged-Media STB was extensively discussed and ultimately rejected by the STB Team.  It

is recommended that the Next Generation Converged-Media STB always remain hidden and

inaccessible to the guest.  Alternatively, the STB Team recommended that there be a global

requirement that the Next Generation Converged-Media STB support an AUX Panel which

contains guest facing audio/video inputs to allow guests devices to interface with the in-room

television (discussed in Guest Interface Section).
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Core Global Functionality
 Simple Operation/Interface
 Audio and Video-On-Demand (including high definition)
 Linear/Broadcast Audio and Video Programming
 Internet on TV (including support required for games)
 Internet TV
 High Speed Internet Access
 GSN / ICN Auxiliary Interface
 IP Telephony

Optional/Regional Modular Functionality (in no particular order):
 Satellite Radio
 Console Video Games
 Multi-Player Games
 Gaming
 Digital Art
 Microsoft Office Applications
 Concierge Information
 Guest Door IP Camera
 Open Door Remote
 AM/FM Radio
 Alarm Clock
 DVD Player
 CD Player
 HVAC Management
 Drapes Management
 Housekeeping Management
 VoIP Phone
 IP Video Phone
 IP Video Conferencing
 Digital Video Recording (DVR)
 IP Mini-Bar Management
 Door Indicator Controls (DND)
 Lighting Controls
 In-Room Safe
 Power Outlet Controls
 RFID/Occupancy Detection
 On-Line/TV Advertising
 Meeting/Group Information
 Portable Media Interface
 Portable Audio Interface
 Engineering Support
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CORE GLOBAL FUNCTIONALITY

Simple Operation/Interface

 The Next Generation Converged-Media STB needs to support flexible service provider interface

items such as remote controls and wireless keyboard or other guest contact devices that enable

simple operations and guest interface.  Guests have become accustomed to operating televisions

where, unlike PC’s or many other devices, guests rarely have to use too much thought or wait

very long.  The devices need to be intuitive on first glance, simple to use and must function in a

matter of seconds.

Audio and Video-On-Demand (A/VOD)

Audio and Video on Demand (A/VOD) is a fundamental expectation of hotel guests visiting

virtually any hotel between a two- to five-star rating world-wide.  However, guest expectations

of the service have risen considerably through the years.  In years past, hospitality A/VOD

systems were cutting edge technology.  Today, residential technology solutions and feature sets

for A/VOD exceed hospitality functionality and technology.  The Next Generation Converged-

Media STB returns hospitality A/VOD to state-of-the-art. Core functional requirements include

the following:

 Easy and quick content selection
 Defect-free A/VOD startup and operation
 All resolution support up to true High Definition Resolution (1920 x 1080)
 Easy to use “trick-play” features with on-screen controls
 Smooth scrolling visual fast-forward and rewind with defect-free resume
 Jitter-free pause
 Automatic and accurate content bookmarking
 Efficient use of available bandwidth
 Linear and VOD services using IP or optionally RF (NTSC, VSB & QAM)

Linear and Broadcast Audio and Video Programming

Guests have a universal expectation of being able to quickly and simply “surf” through many

channels of linear programming.  This viewing and searching can be enhanced by an Interactive

Televisions Program Guide (IPG) to allow guests to find favorite programs or programming

genres quickly.  It would include the following:

 Defect free audio and video
 Sub one second channel changes on all channels including high-definition channels

and between high-definition and standard definition channels
 Simple and effective channel labels and indicators
 Easy to understand and use channel numbers
 Logical channel up and down operation
 Seamless and invisible integration of channels from disparate sources (cable, satellite,

terrestrial, server based, etc…)
 Effective IPG with at least 48 hours of data including six hours in arrears
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 Efficient use of available bandwidth

Internet on TV (including support required for Internet based Games)

Newer embedded browsers and terminal server solutions combined with more effective web

hosted services such as email, corporate intranets and POP services making Internet on the

television a critical part of a guest room communication platform.  Web-based entertainment

solutions that are independently hosted such as ORB.com or stored on guest local DVRs such as

TiVo and accessed through SlingBox-like devices also drive Internet on the television as an

entertainment platform.  Thus, Internet on the television is a growing business and leisure guest

tool.  Internet on TV is substantially enhanced through high resolution, wide format displays

likely to be attached to the device. Specific major features need to include the following:

 Secure transaction capability as defined by SSL 3.0 functionality and greater
 General browser feature support compatible with W3C current features
 2D and 3D navigation support
 Standard 3rd party plug-in support including Macromedia Flash, Windows Media,

QuickTime
 Java and JRE support currently defined by Java J2EE 1.4 and greater
 Double-byte and major language support
 Automated security setting

Internet TV

Fundamentally different than Internet on TV is Internet TV.  Internet TV is an emerging class of

functionality to allow the selection and play of selected audio and video content streamed from

sources located on the Internet.  It is expected that most “players” will offer some search,

preview and operation tools to provide the user with a complete experience.  New chipsets

currently being released also support VC-1 CODEC at the hardware level enabling widespread

use of Windows Media Player Internet TV content.  Internet TV can also include viewing stored

television programs from guest’s personal recorders or PCs located at their residences.

High Speed Internet Access (HSIA)

Guests expect quality, high-speed Internet access in all hotel levels.  The STB contains an

Ethernet bridge that allows guests to co-exist on the same network as A/VOD and IPTV services.

The connection will be separated in a unique VLANs and will have a lower QoS than video.  The

HSIA service needs to be connected to a quality VBN (Visitor Based Network) server located at

the hotel to permit secure corporate VPN use by guests.

GSN AUX Interface

The STB determined that a standard mechanism to interface guest facing and associated

auxiliary in-room devices was required.  This Interface is called the Guest Services Network or
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GSN for purposes of this whitepaper.  This interface is intended for use as a mechanism to

provide an interface to devices such as CD/DVD players, VOIP phones, iPods, PDAs, MP3

players, laptop computers, video camcorder, digital cameras, and portable gaming devices to the

in-room system.  A more detailed description of this interface is included the Guest Interface

Section.

ICN AUX Interface

The STB team determined that a standard mechanism to interface and control various small in-

room devices such thermostats, door locks, etc…. was required.  This interface is called the In-

Room Control Network or ICN for purposes of this whitepaper.  A complete description of this

interface is included in a separate whitepaper.

IP Telephony

Hotel telephony systems which used to generate very large profits for properties just five years

ago are now cost centers.  In some parts of the world, guest hotel phone usage - local and long-

distance has dropped to nearly zero and telephones in guest rooms have simply been reduced to

internal telecom systems.  Therefore, telephony systems need to be designed with convergence in

mind in order to leverage networks that minimize costs to hotels, not just operational, but capital

as well.  With the growing global penetration and consumer acceptance of VoIP (Voice over IP)

solutions such as Vonage and Skype and the standardization of VoIP communication protocols

(SIP and MGCP), the STB Team feel that hotels have a viable option to their analog solutions.

IP Telephony solutions do require Power over Ethernet (PoE) so that E911 and similar life-safety

specifications can be met in the United States.  This requires more expensive PoE network

solutions.  The STB Team considered using the device as the UPS supply for the IP Telephony

solution; however, the additional cost did not justify the means.  The STB Team feel that the IP

Telephony system in any hotel should share information via XML interfaces thus enabling items

like “Caller ID” to be displayed on the television and “Automatic VOD pausing” when an IP

telephone is answered in the guest room.
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REGIONAL SEGMENTS

The STB Team divided the global hotel marketplace into three key regional segments for the

purposes of this white paper.  These regional segments may not be a traditional grouping of

regions but reflect this STB Team’s best effort to group technology trends, functional

infrastructure, and guest characteristics to features and services required of the device.

North America

This region is defined as the United States, Canada, Mexico, Central America, and the

Caribbean.  While the US market is more mature than the other markets in its adoption of

technology, there is significant cross ownership of infrastructure and brands in these areas which

provide modest standardization.  In addition, these areas share a television standard, NTSC, and

the United States technology bleed-over includes cellular in most instances, satellite broadcasts,

PDAs, and other mobile media devices.  In addition, this region shares a similar electrical power

standard of approximately 110-127V and 50-60 Hz.  As well, this region is dominated by just

three languages: English, Spanish, and French.  Due to the brand standardizations that exist in

the region, hotels within these regions share similar television manufacturers, approximate guest

room square footage, similar phone wiring infrastructure, and HVAC equipment (from regional

manufacturers).
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Europe/South America

This region, while geographically separated, shares key similarities.  The first similarity is the

European television standard of PAL (with minor exceptions) and the similar electrical power

standard of 220-230V and 50-60Hz.  It also shares European languages which predominately

utilize Roman character sets.  This region includes Eastern and Western Europe including all of

the European Union nations, and it includes the developed South American countries.  This

region shares more European centric commercial and hotel brands and presence of any United

States brands often have been modified to reflect a more European style if deployed in the

region.  Hotels in this region have smaller guest rooms and European focused amenities, wiring,

and equipment.

Asia/Middle East/Africa/Australia

This region covers many nations that have little or no global hospitality presence; therefore, the

considerations for grouping this region are based upon the developed world nations such as

Egypt and South Africa (in Africa), the United Arab Emirates, Israel, and Qatar in the Middle

East, and Japan, China, Australia, Korean, Thailand, and Singapore in Asia-Pacific for examples.

This region, similar to the other groupings, shares predominantly the PAL television standard in

most cases (exceptions being Japan, Philippines, Korea, and Taiwan).  They share a similar

electrical power standard 220-240V and 50-60Hz (exception being Japan) and they share cellular
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standards, GSM, (except for Japan which uses TDMA).  A strong similarity exists in the more

limited use of Roman character sets which affects all written communications and displays,

whether television based, paper based, or silk screened based.
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OPTIONAL/REGIONAL MODULAR FUNCTIONALITY

The following list of features represents regional or optional modular functionality that do not

have universal application today, but may have application today in certain regions or may grow

to a global feature in the future for a hotel/service operator.  These modular functions allow the

Next-Generation Converged-Media STB to adapt to individual needs while retaining a core

design universally throughout the hospitality industry.  Hotels, Service Providers and Equipment

Manufacturers have the freedom to use the core functionality of the Next-Generation Converged-

Media STB and create custom guest experiences by expanding the unit through the use of the

ICN and GSN interfaces provided in the core unit.  These enhanced experiences could come

from auxiliary devices that provide a unique guest user interface, or through additional

functionality through new guest facing devices.  Finally, still other services can be enabled

through non-guest-facing devices to provide additional automation for guests.

Casino Gaming – Outside North America, on-line gaming is predominantly legal and the Next

Generation Converged-Media STB will need to support the appropriate browser security

required by the gaming sites and deliver a quality gaming site image on the television.  In

addition, gaming support may also require the utilization of some device that can perform bio-

metric security to ensure that gaming players in the hotel room are of sufficient age and authority

to engage in the on-line gaming.

Guest-Facing In-Room Entertainment Devices - To meet certain five-star and five-diamond

requirements, hotels are required to place a CD/DVD player in the guest room. Some brands

believe Satellite Radio or High Definition Radio or advanced Alarm Clocks provide the

additional levels of guest service needed by their properties.  The Next Generation Converged-

Media STB supports these devices in either of two ways:  First the STB manages all inputs of the

television and could change inputs to accept CD/DVD players plugged directly into the guest

room television to display content on a separate input from the STB.  Second, a CD/DVD device

could be developed that utilizes the GSN interface on the STB.  This allows a guest-facing

device such as a CD/DVD player to be located away from the TV in the room or a guest

CD/DVD player to be plugged into the AUX Panel (see Guest Interface Section) and wired or

wirelessly connected to the STB which would display the CD/DVD content over the single

HDMI connection with the television, with navigation supported by the STB remote control.

Environmental Controls – Many hotels today in Asia and some in the Middle East engage

HVAC and electrical switching through key cards when guests enter rooms.  This mechanical

function could be enhanced through IP-based solutions.  The Next-Generation Converged-Media

STB utilizes occupancy detection or RFID technology which communicates to hotel systems to
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identify when guests enter and exit the room to control HVAC, electrical and other

environmental controls.  Specific room occupancy can be used or more advanced RFID

capabilities such as guests entering elevators to return to their room could trigger the restoration

of environmental controls to the guest preference settings.  IP-based solutions also eliminate the

ability for a guest to easily override environmental setbacks by leaving a spare cardkey engaged

even when they have left the room.

IP-Television (IPTV) – The ability to deliver television services digitally over the IP network has

existed for years, however, only recently have the licensing rights and the cost of the delivery

technology converged to meet the expectations of the hotel industry.  IPTV eliminates costs by

eliminating television tuners and eliminating the need for hoteliers to maintain the separate

coaxial network.  IPTV does pose network scaling challenges to ensure that the backbone can

support all of the guest television channels over IP-multi-cast, plus the on-demand unicast stream

requests from guest rooms.

The Next Generation Converged-Media STB would need to support the appropriate multi-cast

technology such as Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) and should be able to hold

resident any fast-leaf channel changing technology required by IGMP.  In addition, the STB

Team believes that the rapid growing of IPTV will occur when satellite and other broadcasting

entities begin to distribute their content in MPEG-4 or VC-1 which reduces the high-definition

bandwidth requirements from 19.3 Mbps (for a high-definition television channel signal in

MPEG-2) down to approximately 9.5 Mbps using MPEG-4 AVC or the VC-1 CODECs - a 55%

bandwidth savings.  The adoption and support of MPEG-4 AVC or VC-1 is a critical hardware

issue covered in the Hardware Section of this paper.

Part of the licensing requirements from television channels is providing encryption to “premium

HD channels.”  Technology today is just emerging that transcodes existing cable and satellite

encryption solutions to deliver encrypted signals inside hotel buildings.  These transcoding

devices remove the satellite or cable encryption at the hotel head-end and then provide a “real-

time” encryption utilizing some form of 128 AES encryption to deliver the IPTV signal from the

head-end to the guest room.  The STB, through software or hardware, would then decrypt that

premium IPTV signal and display it for guest viewing.  Thus the STB will need to support at

least in software, the ability to support software and as a “stuff option”, hardware decryption

solutions such as Cable Cards.

Digital Video Recording (DVR) – Recording “live” television for a future on-demand playback,

popularly known as “TiVoing” provides a unique television feature for hoteliers.   DVR can be

enabled in the guest room or can be enabled at the head-end through centrally located video
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recording servers thereby enabling programming to be time-shifted even before the guest’s

arrival in the hotel.  Another option discussed and rejected was the ability for the Next

Generation Converged-Media STB to support in-room DVR through a hard drive in the device or

a USB hard drive connected to the Next Generation Converged-Media STB.  In either of these

situations, Hollywood studios would raise issues with the threat of pirating first run movies.  In

addition, a hard drive introduces moving parts into the Next Generation Converged-Media STB

which creates noise, generates heat, and causes failure points - all items which the STB Team’s

fundamental focus is to eliminate in the guest room.

Digital Art – Providing high-quality graphical art on a hospitality flat panel television transforms

the unit from a large piece of dark glass on the wall while not being used to an attractive, artistic

enhancement to the room.  This solution would be accompanied by streaming music and could

be triggered in conjunction with turn-down services, check-in, or other specific events.

Microsoft Applications – These applications would need to be enabled in the head-end due to the

elimination of any hard-drive in the guest room (as recommended by the STB Team).  The ability

to utilize the guest room television as a monitor and the wireless keyboard to view, modify, and

email Microsoft documents is a progressive enhancement to the guest room television.  While

business center PCs are available in most hotels, the ability to quickly view or modify documents

received via email or stored on a USB drive empowers the guests to quickly address urgent

business matters without the need for a laptop computer.  The challenge with integrating a USB

device for Microsoft applications is the bi-directional requirements of saving work back to the

USB device.  This again poses concerns from Hollywood which were previously noted.

Concierge Information – Integration through the HTNG SOAP/XML specifications to view and

engage concierge services, order room service and transact with the hotel’s POS and Sales and

Catering solutions.  This simply requires the appropriate simple to use web base guest interface

that is seamlessly integrated into the general user interface.

Guest Door IP Camera/Remote Opening – Utilizing the GSN guest room network to capture and

display visitors at the guest door, and via wireless or wired communication, disengage the door

locking system to allow the visitor entrance upon guest request through a remote control or

television menu item.  For simple door opening, an ICN network could be used.

Housekeeping Management – Comprehensive housekeeping solution that utilizes the HTNG

SOAP/XML interface specifications.  The solution would utilize the wireless keyboard or phone

touchpad and/or Smart keys allowing housekeeping to document in much greater detail the

housekeeping and engineering needs of the guest room.
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IP Video Conferencing – Similar to the door camera, IP Video Conferencing would utilize an IP

video camera, the GSN in room network and the hotel’s broadband connection to engage in IP-

standard video conferencing.  It is recommended that the IP voice handset be used as the speaker

because of background noise microphone issues.

Door Indicator Controls – The Next Generation Converged-Media STB would eliminate the door

locking/indicator wire that controls status lights such as Do Not Disturb (DND), Make Up Room

(MUR) and Room Occupied. It would use the guest room ICN which could communicate wired

or wirelessly to the STB and then down the converged network.

Mini-Bar Management – Sharing the same converged network, eliminating a separate

CAT3/Coax/CAT5 wire, the Next Generation Converged-Media STB would use its ICN to

collect and manage the data traffic, both IP based and low-voltage based, from the mini-bar and

its status reports.

Lighting Controls – The Next Generation Converged-Media STB using its ICH would wirelessly

control lighting and other controls in the guest room.  Such controls can be on the remote control

or wireless keyboard or could be on an AUX Panel that might be located near the guest bed

(communicating wirelessly to the STB and the larger hotel network).

In-Room Safe - Sharing the same converged network, eliminating a separate CAT5 wire, the

Next Generation Converged-Media STB would manage the data traffic from the in-room safe

and its status reports using the ICN in room network.

Power Outlet Controls -The Next Generation Converged-Media STB replaces the key card

engagement of electrical power in the guest room which is prevalent in Asia and Europe.

Through occupancy detection and/or elevator RFID, the Next Generation Converged-Media STB

can power up the guest room prior to the guest’s return and power it down after departure

utilizing RFID technology and the GSN guest room network.

Occupancy Detection – The Next Generation Converged-Media STB, through the USB port,

would provide occupancy detection functionality for the guest room to enable the hotel to

prevent staff from entering occupied rooms and determining guest room occupancy in case of

emergency.

On-Line/TV Advertising – The Next Generation Converged-Media STB would be the

fundamental video, audio, image, and text communication platform for hotel-managed

advertising and promotions.
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Meeting/Group Information – Connected to the meeting/group planning software of the hotel

utilizing the HTNG SOAP/XML interface, the Next Generation Converged-Media STB would

display updated meeting and group information.  In addition, also utilizing the HTNG

SOAP/XML interface to the PMS system, the Next Generation Converged-Media STB can

display ONLY the meeting and group information specific to the guest in the room which would

keep other meetings and functions private/confidential.
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HARDWARE SPECIFICATION

The second key charter for the STB Team was to establish a general hardware specification for

the Next Generation Converged-Media STB that any consumer electronics manufacturer or STB

manufacturer could use to build a Next Generation Converged-Media STB for the hospitality

industry.

The Next Generation Converged-Media STB fundamentally is the networking brain of the guest

room.  It accepts all IP inputs coming from the hotel’s central management and head-end servers

and solutions through the converged network.  It distributes the appropriate messages and

commands to the IP-enabled devices in the guest room and it captures messages and status

updates from the IP-enabled devices using the GSN and ICN networks and delivers the inputs

back to the core servers over the one wire converged hotel network.

This device meets all of the global requirements and many of the regional requirements outlined

in this paper, such as high-definition A/VOD and HDTV with surround sound, Internet on the

Television, IP Telephony, and environmental controls.  It can also enable networked solutions

such as centralized digital video recording and personalized IPTV channels and audio on demand

from stored personal preferences in CRM applications such as a PMS.  This device is designed to

meet nearly all of most hoteliers’ wildest requirements for a guest room entertainment and

communication device.

The price drivers for this device are the following:  flash memory size, CPU processor power,

CODEC chip set choice, number of Ethernet bridges, number of USB ports, PoE capabilities,

and the ‘stuff’ options such as a television tuner or internal wireless functionality (ICN and GSN

selections).

This white paper has outlined the functionality and feature set required of the Next Generation

Converged-Media STB.  The following is a summary of the technical specifications:

Core STB Unit

The core STB unit is the main processor of a complete in-room system. This STB is designed to

be a non guest-facing device concealed behind or within a guest room television. Other in-room

devices interface with the Core STB using hardwired connections primarily to the television and

wireless interfaces to other devices in the room. However, individual manufacturers may develop

esthetically pleasing enclosures and make the unit “guest facing” as they see fit.
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ChipSet – Today’s newest processors combine both CPU processors with decoding processors

(e.g. the newest Sigma chip has seven processors for individual CPU, decoding, and encryption

functions.)  The Next Generation Converged-Media STB will use an H.264 chipset that meet the

following specifications:

Max Processor Power without requiring a fan – The STB team determined the device

must have the maximum general processor power available without requiring the use of

an internal cooling fan. The STB team determined that fans create unacceptably high

noise levels in the confines of a guest room.  Fans also represent a potential high failure

rate item.  Using currently available processor technology, this places general-purpose

on-board processor power at approximately 266Mhz of general purpose processing power

(ARM applications reference) available to general-purpose applications above the

processor requirements for high-definition video with AVC or VC-1 decoding and

encryption processing.

CODEC Chip Set – The Next Generation Converged-Media STB foundation is the H.264

hardware decoding chipset standard that supports high-definition and standard definition

formats.  This chipset is recently released by several chip manufacturers and it combines

on one board the hardware decoding functionality for MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG4-AVC,

and Windows Media Video (VC-1).  The latter two CODECs are expected to become the

broadcasting and A/VOD CODEC standards for satellite, digital cable, and over-the-air

broadcasts for television signals.  In contrast to today’s standard MPEG-2, MPEG-4 AVC

and Windows Media Video (VC-1) provide a significant compression improvement for

video unicasts and multicasts.  Both new CODECs reduce a high-definition broadcast

signal bandwidth from 19.3 Mbps in MPEG-2 to approximately 9.5 MB per second - a

savings of approximately 55%.  In addition, with the advent of Internet Protocol

Television (IPTV), the Next Generation Converged-Media STB will need to be able to

receive transcoded broadcast signals from satellite providers who will be moving to

MPEG-4 AVC or Windows Media Video (VC-1) in the next year or two.  Failure to meet

these standards would preclude the Next Generation Converged-Media STB from being

able to bring all future services into the guest room on one CAT5E/6 wire or digital

coaxial cable.

Memory – The STB team determined the unit must not have any internal, on-board moving parts

such as a hard disk drive (HDD).  The team determined no available or planned HDD systems

would be available that could operate successfully within the low noise environment of the guest

room and the life expectancy/low service that is required for hotel use.  In addition, inclusion of

an HDD complicates the challenge of providing appropriate content security to meet
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Hollywood’s expectations.  Alternatively, the STB Team recommends no less than 128 MB of

Flash memory for providers to employ device browsers or cache user interface pages to

accelerate navigation plus RAM memory of no less than 128 MB for service provider’s custom

images and builds.

BTU Management – The Next Generation Converged-Media STB must have a low BTU output

and  limited air circulation so that it can be placed in a small, secure, out-of-sight location.  In

addition, the Next Generation Converged-Media STB needs to be able to manage appropriate

CPU cooling in a vertical or horizontal position.  Excessive BTU output in a limited ventilation

location places a risk of fire or equipment failure and requires additional in-room cooling if BTU

output is high.  The vertical mounting is critical because of the benefits of vertically mounting

the Next Generation Converged-Media STB behind a flat-panel television display which would

greatly reduce wiring and guest room conduits.

Ethernet Bridge – The Next Generation Converged-Media STB needs to be the core of the guest-

room network, both the ICN and the GSN, thus it must have a network bridge to enable

additional wired IP devices to plug into it.  It would enables hotels to deploy one broadband

connection to the guest room saving additional home-run wiring costs and runs to different

points in the room.  The base Next Generation Converged-Media STB is recommended to

contain one Ethernet Bridge.  This would enable one additional wired connection in the guest

room - eliminating an additional Ethernet home run wire.  In addition, the Next Generation

Converged-media STB could contain more than one Ethernet bridge output to support multiple

IP devices such as IP mini-bars, IP HVAC solutions, IP telephones and guest laptop computers.

The two fundamental requirements of the Ethernet bridge are the support of VLANs and Q

tagging.  These items are most necessary for meeting guest laptop data traffic and IP telephony

requirements, as well as securing future guest Internet TV or video content.  Each application on

the hotel IP network should be encapsulated in its own VLAN for security purposes; therefore.

the Ethernet bridge and the wireless GSN and ICN should support multiple VLANs on each

output port to support multiple guest room IP devices. This is so that an IP phone can be hung off

the Next Generation Converged-Media STB, and the laptop data port can be used on the IP

phone (plus other possible down stream devices) minimizing home run wires or additional in

room devices such as hubs and switches.

USB Ports – The Next Generation Converged-Media STB needs to also be the core of a device

network that can support future expansion of technology in the guest room (printers, video

games, security cameras, etc…).  USB 2.0 Ports were selected over FireWire primarily due to

their more ubiquitous global nature; however, any form of digital interface would be appropriate.

The Next Generation Converged-Media STB should contain no less than two USB ports, making
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one available for any infrared blaster requirements for older legacy televisions and the second

available for any AUX Panel or hotel specific ICN or GSN inputs.  The STB needs to have

extensive management over the USB Ports due to Hollywood’s concerns of digital outputs.  As a

default, the USB Ports would be enabled initially as a uni-directional port designed to receive

inputs into the Next Generation Converged-Media STB for display on the television or

transmission through the converged hotel network. However, bi-directional control commands

will exist for enhanced ICN and GSN functions and AUX Panel docking device management.

Support for USB memory sticks to display files on the hotel television using the Next Generation

Converged-Media STB’s Microsoft Office applications capabilities where they interact with the

applications and save edits files back to the USB drive would be ideal; however, as noted, the

Hollywood studios need to review and approve such implementation.  In a wired environment to

an AUX Panel, the USB ports could be used to power and recharge devices such as laptops,

iPods, PDAs, and smart phones - eliminating additional wiring for power outlets.  The use of the

wireless USB protocol would also be supported by the Next Generation Converged-Media STB.

Tamper-resistant enclosure with least possible connectors – The STB Team determined the

device would have a minimum of input/output connections to limit port tampering and all digital

outputs would be encrypted. Extensibility would be achieved through utilizing the GSN and ICN

functionality to provide additional interfaces and connectors.  The enclosure for the STB device

must provide sufficient tamper-resistance to prevent an individual with common tools to enter

the device.  Reasonable design considerations must provide mechanisms to disable the device

should an individual actually compromise the enclosure and alarm the system operator of a

compromised device.

Stuff Option for RF Tuner – The STB Team determined that the device should have a

manufacturing option to allow the inclusion or omission of an analog/digital RF television tuner.

The design must accommodate both RF and IP video sources when the RF tuner is included and

be able to display either source on command from the service provider without interaction by the

guest or the guest knowing the change has taken place.  Such RF tuner stuff option should

support all global RF standards including ATSC, NTSC, PAL, PAL2, and SEACAM.

Stuff Option for wireless accessory networks – The STB Team determined that the device should

have a manufacturing option either to include or not to include the components required for the

GSN and ICN wired or wireless networks.  Alternatively, manufacturers may choose to make

these components plug-in modules allowing for future upgradeability using the USB Ports.
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Hospitality Controls – The Next Generation Converged-Media STB will need to assume control

over hospitality centric televisions through the various television manufacturers’ communication

protocols, commonly known as SmartPort, SmartPlug, SuperPort, TVI or MPI.  This ability, or a

true RS232 serial communication, is essential to ensure that the Next Generation Converged-

Media STB has complete control over, and is in complete synchronization with, the guest room

television or other display device.  It also enables hotels to avoid unattractive Infrared Blaster

cables or infrared receiver pods in the guest room which can be damaged by guests or

housekeepers.  This approach also eliminates wiring in the guest room.  The STB Team is

following the development of the serial communications developments over the HDMI wire

known as the HDMI 1.2 specification thus eliminating the serial or SmartPort wire in the guest

room..  As of today, only Panasonic has implemented any serial communications over the HDMI

connection and that implementation was limited; however, there are new 1.2 HDMI specification

extensions being circulated.  The STB Team recommends the In-Room Technology WorkGroup

for HTNG to establish a team to review and make hospitality centric recommendation for HDMI

1.2 or new 1.3 specification extensions.

High Strength Encryption – AES with at least 128 bit keys has become the base expectation for

compressed high-definition digital video, both on-demand and linear broadcast.  Therefore the

device must contain either hardware or secure software to decrypt AES with 128 bit keys which

is significantly more burdensome to decrypt than any other digital video system in the world.

Protection using encryption is intended to ensure content assets are not stolen and used in “pirate

venues” without proper authorized from content owners.  Such solution could be executed in

software on the decode chip set or could be implemented using the “stuff option” of a cable card.

Sophisticated and Encrypted Key Management – Any system of encryption must provide a

mechanism to unlock content when properly authorized for playout to a guest.  This process of

unlocking content is particularly complicated because it must be both easy to operate as well as

be difficult to breech.  Some systems, which relied on decryption keys stored permanently on the

device, do not meet Hollywood or high-definition linear television encryption requirements.

Systems where decryption keys are rotated and obfuscated are typically required to meet these

requirements.  These systems, by definition, cannot be described in public.

Secure Analog-Survivable Session-Based Watermarking – With recent advances in the

development of high definition video cameras and even lower resolution video cameras, a

requirement exists to “devalue” copies made of content merely by recording the images directly

from a television screen.  A number of new techniques now exist to place marks in the display

pixels that indicate the date, time and place a piece of content was authorized for play out.  That

information also has to survive numerous downstream copies, distortions, and compressions.
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The best of these systems are very difficult to see in the video and can survive many attempts to

obliterate the marks after recording.  Such Watermarking is inserted at the decode-chip-set level

at the STB.  Thus the appropriate H.264 chip set needs to be sourced by the Next Generation

Converged-Media STB manufacturer that has the processing horsepower to enable and support

such encryption.  (See Forensic Session-Based Watermarking Example below)

Secure STB Commissioning – A principal process for a pirate to gain access to secure content is

the theft and modification of STBs.  Once modified to operate less securely, these devices are

then re-introduced into a hotel where they have access to high-value content; therefore, security

systems must provide a mechanism to initialize or authorize STBs in a hotel and thus restrict the

addition of new devices.

Physical Robustness – In order to prevent or at the very least substantially complicate a pirate’s

efforts to modify an STB, hospitality STBs must have physical robustness.  This robustness

typically involves the following four areas: 1) Tamper-proof or tamper resistant packaging; 2)

Active alarms to indicate non-operating or tampered units; 3) Elimination of test ports or

unprotected outputs; and, 4) Sophisticated electronic design to provide buried and obfuscated

traces, “destructive” device attachment, encrypted internal links and other methods to protect

critical operation.

Protected Software Loader Functionality – In order to prevent the unauthorized introduction of

software to the STB, mechanisms must be provided to securely authorize new software loads as

well as protect critical areas of software function from malicious software.
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Multiple Security System Co-Existence – At this point in security system development, it is

unfortunately unlikely that any single security system will provide all of the functionality needed

in the expected lifetime of the device.  Therefore the device must incorporate those mechanisms

required to allow multiple security systems to operate simultaneously on different forms of

content. In some situations, mechanisms to securely transfer control from one security system to

another will ultimately be required.

Renewability – While it is never possible to provide for a mechanism to completely renew major

portions of the security system with an unknown new system, provision must be made to allow at

least some renewability to specific threats in the future.

Hardware Specification Matrix

VIDEO: • MPEG-2 Up to HP@HL & 19.3 Mbps
• MPEG-4 (H.264) Up to HP@4.0 - (4:2:0,720P) & 9.5 Mbps
• Windows Media 9 (VC-1) Up to AP@L3 (720P) & 9.5 Mbps
• Provision for ISO 7816 based security system including secure

core
• Provision for Session Based Watermarking

AUDIO • MPEG-2 (layer 1 & 2)
• AC-3
• MP3 (MPEG-1 layer 3)
• LPCM
• PCM
• AAC

VIDEO
Resolutions

• NTSC (480i @ 4:3)

• PAL (576i @ 4:3)
• 480p (@ 4:3)
• 576p(@4:3)
• 720p (1280x720 Progressive scan)
• 1080i (1920x1080 Interlaced scan)
• 1080p (1920x1080 Progressive scan) future

AUDIO Formats • Single channel (L mix to R)
• Stereo
• Down mix of 5.1 channels to 2 channels
• Dolby Digital Surround Sound 5.1

Transport • MPEG-2 Transport Stream
• Program Stream
• RTSP

MPEG
COMPLIANCE

• ISO/IEC CD 138181-1, ISO/IEC CD 13818-2, and ISO/IEC CD
13818-3 specifications

ON SCREEN • 32-bit alpha-blended graphics with full-screen resolutions up to
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DISPLAY 1280x720

CONTENT
PROTECTION

• Pro:Idiom (stuff option)

• ISO 7816 Smartcard (stuff option)
• MacroVision on Analog Composite
• See Video Processor section
• Compliance with Standard Design Robustness Provisions See 1

below

MEMORY • Min 256MB Flash Memory

OPERATING
SYSTEM

• Linux derivative OS.  Standalone bootable operation.
• MicroSoft CE.  Standalone bootable operation.

SNMP Version 3 • Power off
• Reboot
• Re-flash firmware
• IP configuration
• Video capability list
• Audio capability list
• Video output in use
• Audio output in use
• Select video and audio output to use
• Multicast address for stream
• Audio volume level
• Destination for SNMP traps

SNMP Traps • Power on and off
• Reboot complete
• Audio volume level change
• Successful detect of IPTV stream
• Loss of IPTV stream

INPUTS • HDMI 1.2 with HDCP
• Ethernet (RJ-45) 10/100/1000
• RJ 11 (MPI/TVI)
• USB
• RF (F) (stuff option)

OUTPUTS • HDMI 1.2 with HDCP
• Composite Video with L/R audio (RCA)
• RJ 11 (MPI/TVI)
• USB
• RF (F) (stuff option)

POWER • Power input: 12VDC
• Power Dissipation: TBD
• Fanless operation
• Power Over Ethernet

ENVIRONMEN • Operating temperature 0 to 40C
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TAL • Storage temperature –45 +85C

CERTIFICATES • FCC/CE Class B
• MPEG-LA license
• Dolby Digital license
• MPEG decoder vendor license
• HDMI

HDCP
LG Pro-Idium Encryption (stuff option)
Software Encyption (service provider selected)

MECHANICAL • Length – less than 10”
• Depth – less than 7”
• Height – Less than 2”

Figure #5.  STB Schematic
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GUEST INTERFACE

This paper has discussed a comprehensive, next-generation entertainment and communication

experience for the guest room that is enabled by the Next Generation Converged-Media STB.

The STB is hidden from the guest and acts as the in-room convergence hub; however, critical to

a great guest experience is a guest facing device, defined in this paper as an AUX Panel.

The Next Generation Converged-Media STB defined in this paper is a modest device in terms of

size, hardware scope, and power usage.  It can be an independent piece of hardware or it can be

imbedded into a television panel similar to a PCI-like card.  This modest hardware structure

exists for several reasons:

First, the STB Team felt that to be successful, the Next Generation Converged-Media STB had

to meet the entertainment and communications requirements of not just five-star hotels, but four,

three, and two-star hotels who have smaller technology budgets.   Only through appealing to

multiple classes of hotels, can the Next Generation Converged-Media STB be deployed in a

sufficient scale to “solve” its business problem.  This enables and empowers hotels to deliver

better guest room entertainment and communication experiences to guests through a converged,

cost efficient device.

Second, the Next Generation Converged-Media STB functionality should be driven by software,

not hardware.  Entertainment and communication solutions are installed in hotels under long-

term contracts.  The Next Generation Converged-Media STB needs to be an advanced, but

modular device that enables hoteliers to add functionality through server-based software

applications, device browser plug-in applications, or auxiliary connections such as the AUX

Panel.  This enables hoteliers to differentiate their entertainment and communication offerings

without the need to change hardware platforms.

There is a second team called the Application Device Integration (ADI Team) that is working on

hardware and software specifications for a guest facing AUX Panel that will provide additional

multi-media devices and connections for the room’s television and audio devices for output of

personalized content.  Further, their goal is to reduce wiring complexity and costs in the guest

room and to leverage the GSN network enabled by the Next Generation Converged-Media STB.

The standard is designed around USB 2.0 which provides ample bandwidth for multi-media

applications - 480 Mbps creates a universal communication path between the AUX Panel and

STB.  The adoption of USB 2.0 will be further enhanced by the emerging Wireless USB standard

based on Ultra Wide-Band (UWB) technology which provides a seamless transition to a wireless

AUX Panel making it more flexible to deploy in guest rooms.
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The concept calls for the conversion of digital and analog inputs as well as attached devices into

USB format, so they can be connected to the STB through a single USB 2.0 cable or wireless

connection.  This significantly reduces the cabling to the STB and creates a standard digital

method for abstracting many devices.  It will also allow properties to differentiate their guest

facing AUX Panels through custom enclosures and combinations of devices that meet their

individual branding requirements while still leveraging a standard STB device.  Furthermore, any

issues of proprietary content being copied to a guest device are eliminated through software

controls in the STB.  These can be agreed upon with content providers.

The specification is broken into two parts: one defines the AUX Panel which will contain a USB

hub, conversion ICs and appropriate firmware to identify the available connections and to

digitize them as necessary.  The other part defines how the STB will interact to detect attached

devices, load the appropriate drivers and provide a guest user interface.  This combination

creates a method of providing a scalable level of services to the guest through an intuitive

interface on the television.

Examples:

 The guest attaches a personal USB memory dongle to the AUX Panel, the television

immediately displays a thumbnail of the pictures, video and audio content on the

dongle offering the guest the ability to view a slide show of pictures, watch video

content or listen to their personal music selections.

 A guest connects their iPod to the AUX Panel through a docking connector.  The

television displays the iPod menu interface and allows the guest to navigate through it

with the STB remote control, listen to music play lists or watch personal video

content stored on their iPod.

 A property offers satellite radio service for a premium.  The AUX Panel contains a

satellite radio receiver.  The guest selects and pays for the premium service from the

television menu and now has full access to the radio content.  Since this is a function

of the AUX Panel and not the STB, hoteliers can decide which properties or rooms

will be offered this service by installing an appropriate AUX Panel.

 Hotel deploys a CD/DVD player in the guest room that in connected to or built into

the AUX Panel and the controls are integrated into the single remote control to

manage the CD/DVD player.
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Potential AUX Panel Connections & Devices

Connections Built-In Devices

Analog Inputs
(RCA Audio/Video, S-Video, Audio) CD/DVD Player

USB Inputs
(Photos, Video, MP3, Files) AM/FM/Satellite Radio

Media Card Inputs
(SM, SD, CF, etc.) Alarm Clock

Digital Video Inputs
(VGA, DVI, HDMI)

Power
(Outlets, Charger USB/Inductive)

iPod Docking Connection

Ethernet Connection

The AUX panel thus becomes the “guest facing” physical device in the room.  The portal for

guests to dock their personal media devices and leverage the guest room entertainment and

communication features in the room such as the high-definition television and the surround

sound system.  All of which are managed by the Next Generation Converged-Media STB.
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NEXT STEPS

The STB Team has begun to approach both set-top-box manufactures as well as consumer

electronics corporations with this next generation converged media set-top-box reference design.

Several manufacturers have expressed interest and are beginning to build new or redesign

existing STBs to meet the specifications outlined in this white paper.

It is the belief of the STB Team that several next generation converged media set-top-boxes will

begin to appear on the market in the latter half of 2006 and early 2007.  The silicon of H.264

chip sets that are at the core of the Next Generation Converged-Media STB have been finalized

and boards and software applications from third party vendors such as Opera which provide a

web browsing interface are also completed.  HTNG will monitor the progress of each

manufacturer and will provide progress updates on the next generation converged.
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